If you CHOOSE to race on the streets, you could LOSE...

Your Bike — seized by police and sold, if you’re caught and convicted

Your Freedom — crashes can cause life-threatening injuries and paralysis

Your Life — causing pain and suffering for friends and family

Your $$$$ — speeding tickets, fines, court costs, medical bills, and funeral costs
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YOU SHOULD KNOW...

- All costs are high
- Excessive speeds can make you seem invisible to others, and reaction times are slowed
- You can’t avoid other cars or obstacles as you weave in and out of lanes

You can...

- Clip another car
- Be hit when swerving in and out of traffic
- Be in the driver’s blind spot

You are...

- Many times more likely to be injured in a motorcycle crash than a car crash
- Much more likely to die in a motorcycle crash than a car crash

Remember, if you choose to race on the streets:

- Getting caught speeding, racing or fleeing police on the street cost big bucks — the average fines and legal costs for exceeding the legal speed — $1,000 or more (Chapters 316.1935; 932.701; 332.34, F.S.)
- The medical costs are high — $10,000 personal injury protection is gone within the first thirty minutes at a trauma center, and rehabilitation hasn’t even begun
- The loss of your bike — in a wreck or by seizure — can cost $50,000 or more when property damage and other people’s injuries are considered (Chapters 316.1935; 932.701; 332.34, F.S.)
- Your health, your life, or that of a friend is at risk — When you fly off a bike, you become a live projectile... you are at the mercy of your surroundings

Ask yourself — is speeding or racing on public roads worth the risk?

Bikes and fast tuner cars are awesome, but if you want to race... take it to the track.
Remember the consequences!

STOP Street Racing... SPEED KILLS!